Marie Lødrup Bang: Joseph Anton Koch’s
“ Lauterbrunnental” and Johan Christian Dahl
It was not unusual in the 19th century for artists to work together on
a painting or help one another with the work. The Thorvaldsen
Museum has J . A. Koch’s landscape from Lauterbrunnental in Swit
zerland, for which the Norwegian painter J . C. Dahl did the orna
mental figures, a goatherd and some goats, as well as the fore
ground. According to Dahl’s diary from his trip to Italy, he visited
Koch on 24 February and 5 March, 1821. On 24 March, it was Koch
who visited the Norwegian, and on 22 April, Dahl painted the fig
ures onto Koch’s landscape, which was intended for Thorvaldsen
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(fig-1).
1 he landscape from Lauterbrunnental was based on a watercol
our from 1794 (fig. 2), and even here we can see the picturesque style
that is found in the painting, but simplified and harmonious, as was
Koch’s custom. The watercolour (fig. 3) is another example o f a
picturesque depiction o f nature that is simplified in later paintings.
1hus it is unlikely, as has been suggested, that Dahl painted the
whole landscape from Koch’s model. The Norwegian mentions in
his diary only that he painted the figures and the foreground, and
his own contemporary works, such as a Norwegian landscape
painted in Rome (fig. 4) are more detailed; the vegetation is lusher
and greater emphasis is placed on atmosphere.
In spite o f the differences in their art, Dahl was probably influ
enced by Koch’s Swiss landscape, which might have reminded him o f
his own mountainous homeland (compare figs. 3 and 4). And they
were both patriots, one closely bound to Tyrol, the other to Norway.

Lise Beck: The Inconstancy o f the Classical Ideal
I ime and time again, from the end o f the fourteenth and far into
the eighteenth century, the art o f Antiquity was regarded in theore
tical art literature as the ideal for all artistic production, just as the
authors o f these texts largely based their writings on Roman art
literature. Despite all similarities, however, this ideal did not remain
constant throughout this period but assumed changing forms. Re
ferring to a number of such authors - Pliilippo Villani, Leon Battista
Alberti, Francisco di Giorgio Martine, Andrea Palladio, Nicolas
Poussin, and Johann Joachim Winckelmann —this article shows how
the inconstancy of this ideal may be viewed not only as an expression
of changes in the conception of the monuments o f Antiquity and of
the written sources available within any one period, but also in the
light of a change in the concept o f nature.
trom being in all its richness o f detail the visible image of the
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